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The Green's functions for the Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations in an arbitrary external 
field are written in the form of a functional integral. It is shown that the functional quadra
tures can be carried out for fields which admit an exact solution of the equations (constant 
field and plane-wave field). The form of the solutions obtained allows the construction of 
quantum mechanical Green's functions by the method of functional averaging over the ex
ternal fields. Their asymptotic forms in the infrared region can be investigated. Correc
tions to the Bloch-Nordsieck formula are found for a simple field theory model. 

INTRODUCTION 

THE difficulties in finding exact solutions by the 
method of functional integration in relativistic 
quantum field theory are connected, first, with the 
solution of the quantum equations for a particle in 
an arbitrary external field and, second, with per
forming the functional averaging of these solutions 
over the external fields with account of the contri
butions from vacuum polarization. 

In the present paper we propose a method of a 
formal solution of the equations of field theory in 
the form of a functional integral. In mathematics 
and physics such solutions of differential equations 
are known from the work of Feynman, [!] but these 
were obtained and justified for equations of the 
type of the heat conduction equation and for the 
Schrodinger equation. Here we propose a different 
approach based on the Weierstrass transforma
tion [2] in function space. By this method we obtain 
the Green's functions for the Klein-Gordon and 
Dirac equations in an external field. If the external 
field admits a solution in closed form, the func
tional quadratures can be carried out. Besides the 
now well-known Gaussian functional integrals, we 
shall also discuss other forms, which arise in the 
solution of the Dirac equation in constant and plane 
wave fields. 1l 

The Green's functions for the Klein-Gordon and 
Dirac equations obtained by this method allow one 
easily to carry out the functional averaging over 

1>The possibility of an exact solution of the Dirac equa
tion in a plane wave field has been shown by VolkovJ'] 

the external fields without performing the original 
functional quadratures arising in the solution of the 
equations, and thus to find the single-particle 
quantum mechanical Green's functions. 

The problem of the approximate computation of 
the integrals occurring is discussed on a simple 
example. A method of approximation is proposed 
which is good in the infrared region. With its help 
we are able to construct corrections to the Bloch
Nordsieck formula. The infrared limit has been 
investigated along different lines, but still within 
the functional method, in the papers of Blank, [ 4] 

Fradkin,C 5J and Milekhin.C6J In the last paper, 
corrections to the Bloch-Nordsieck formula were 
found, but these depended only linearly on 
(p2 - m 2)/m2, owing to an incorrect account of the 
contribution from the large momenta of the virtual 
particles in the infrared region. It will turn out 
that the corrections to the Bloch-Nordsieck 
formula contain also terms of the form 
[(p2 - m 2)/m2] ln[ (p2 - m 2)/m2 ) (cf. also[S] on 
this point). 

1. THE GREEN'S FUNCTION OF THE DIRAC 
EQUATION IN AN EXTERNAL FIELD 

Our method of writing the solutions of differen
tial equations in the form of functional integrals 
can be applied to second-order differential equa
tions in which the differential operator can be 
written as the product of two operators of lower 
order. The transformation used is not new; it was 
successfully employed in statistical physics first 
by Stratonovich, C7J and then by Hubbard[BJ and 
Edwards. [ 9] 
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Let us consider the Dirac equation for the 
Green's function in the electromagnetic field 
AJ.I.(x), aAJ.I./axJ.I. = 0: 

[iy~a~~o- m + ey~'-'(x)]G(x, yjA) = -6(x- y). 

As usual, we set 

G(x,yjA) = [iy'-'a'-'+m+ev~~~o(x)]3(x,yA). 

Then we have for 3(x,yjA) 

{ (W~ + eA'-'(x))Z- mz 

+ecr'-'vaAv(x) jax'-'],'g(x,yiA) = -6(x-y). 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Writing the inversion operator in exponential form, 
as proposed by Fock [ 10] and Feynman, [ 1] we ex
press the solution of Eq. (3) in operator form: 

co 8 

3 (x, y lA) = i 3 ds exp{ i 3 ds(W~~o(S) + eA'-'(x, s) ) 2 

0 0 

• aA 
- ism2 + i2e 3 dsO"f.'v(s) -~ (x, s) }~>(x- y). (4) 

0 ox'"' 
In this way of writing, the exponential, whose ex
ponent contains non-commuting operators, is, ac
cording to Feynman, [ 1] understood as a T exponen
tial, where the ordering index s has the meaning of 
a proper time and all operators are regarded as 
commuting functions of the variable ~ . 

Let us now perform a transformation in func
tion space of the type of the Weierstrass trans
formation in the one-dimensional caseC 2J (cf. 
alsoC 7- 9J): 

exp{ i 3 d£(W~~o(S) + eA'-'(x, £))2} 
0 

B B 

= c 3 64v exp{- i 3 v'"'2 (s)d6 + 2i~ d£v11 (6) (ia11 (6) 
0 0 

+ eA 11 (x, s)) }. (5) 

Here the functional integral is extended over the 
space of the four functions vJ.I. (~) with a Gaussian 
measure. The constant C is determined by the 
condition 

8 

C) 64v exp{- i ~ V~~o2 (6)d6} = 1. 
0 

Substituting (5) in (4), we can now, according to the 
Feynman rules, "unscramble" the operator 

8 

exp {- 2 ~ v11 (S)a11 (6)ds} 
0 -

and obtain a solution to Eq. (2) in the form of a 
functional integral. As a result we have 21 

2)n must be noted that the Yt.t matrices in the exponents 
of (6) and (7) remain "scrambled" and therefore must still 
carry the ordering index e. 

co 

,'g(x, yiA)= i~ dse-im'•C~ 64v 
0 

B 

x exp{ -i~ ds[ v112 (6)-e(2v11 (6)+crf!v(s)Wv) 
0 

" 8 

XA 11 ( x-23 v(lJ)dTJ)]}~>•( x-y-2~ v(TJ)dTJ). (6) 
6 0 

This expression can be further transformed in 
two ways. By virtue of the presence of the o func
tion in (6), we can at once obtain the Fourier trans
form: 

- C d'(x- y) 
,'g (x, piA)=) (2n)' 3 (x, yiA)e-ip(x-y). 

Introducing further the substitution vJ.I. (~) = wJ-1 (~) 
+ Pw we find 

co • 

3 (x,p lA) = i ~ dseis(p'-m'J C 3 64w exp{- i 3 ds[ w'-'2 (6) 
0 0 

X A 1£ ( X - 2p ( s - 6) - 2 ~6 {J) ( TJ) dTJ ) ]} 

with the condition 
• 
~ w~~o(TJ)dlJ + sp'-' = x'-'- y11 , 

0 

which follows from the o function in (6). 

(7) 

In the other method, the o function is used in 
the functional integration over vfJ. (~). To this end 
we make the substitution 

8 

VI! (6) = XI-' (s) + a11/ s, 

It follows that 

a 11 = ~ v"~~o(S)d£. 
0 

• 
S xl!(6)d6 = o. 
0 

As a result we have now an integral over all 
XJ-1 (~) and a four-dimensional integral over afJ.: 

co co 

3 (x, ylA) = i ~ ds ~ d4a<D(s, a)64(x- y- 2a), (8) 
0 

exp (- ims2 - ia 2/ s) r { ( 
<D(s, a)= . 2 2 ~~o CtJ 6'xexp -i) Xf.'2 (6)d6 

zn s 0 

+ ie ~ ds[ 2a!£ + 2xl! (6) + O"~~ov(6) w~ J 
0 s 

li 

xA'-'(x-2 8 s 6 a+2~X('lJ)dTJ)}. 
0 

Performing the integration over the aJ.L' we obtain 
finally 

3 (x, YIA)= i~ as<t>(s, _:- y 1. (8') 
0 2 ) 
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Formulas (7) and (S') give, fore = 0, the Green's 
functions for the free equations in p and x space, 
respectively: 

00 

[§ o(P) = i ~ ds eis(p'-m'J, 

0 

oo ds { (x-y) 2 } ;§o(x-y)=i~"-.-exp -ism2 -i . 
J m2s2 4s 
0 

(9) 

The Green's function for the Dirac equation (I) is 
found according to (2). 

Let us now consider some specific fields AJJ. (x), 
for which the Dirac equation is exactly soluble; 
this means in our treatment that the functional 
quadratures can be carried out. 

The simplest case of constant fields FJJ. v• so 
that the AJJ. (x) are linear functions, is easily han
dled, since (7) and ( 8') involve Gaussian quadra
tures, which are easily carried out. 

More interesting is the case when FJ.! v = 0 and 
AJ.! (x) = a f(x) I a xw This example is related to the 
problem of the change of the fermion Green's 
function under gauge transformations of the field, 
AJJ. -AJJ. + af/axw Setting AJJ. = afjaxJJ. in (S'), 
we have 

00 

;§ (x, y If)= i ~ ds<l>' ( s, x- Y_), (10) 
0 2 

where <I>' differs from <I> in (S) in that AJ.! is re
placed by af/axJ.J. and the term a-J.J.viav is omitted, 
since CJJ.(va2 fjaxJJ. axv = 0. 

The integrand of the integral in the exponent in 
(10) is a total differential, 

d~ I = [ x~> ~ Y~> - 2x~> (6) J 

a ( s 6 e ) 
X -f x---=-(x-y)+2 ~ zdTJ , 

axl' \ s 0 

so that we can carry out the integration over ~ . 
Using 

• 
C1 ~ ()iz exp{- i ~ X~>Z(S) d6} = 1, 

0 

we obtain finally 

;§ (x, yjf) = exp {ie [/(x)- f(y)]} 

1 ds { (x- y)2} 
X i J -. - exp - ism2 - i ~-:-':...:...... 

0 m2s2 4s 

G(x, yjf) = exp{ie[/(x)- /(!J)]} (iv~>a~> + m) &o(x- y). 

(11) 

This solution has been obtained by a different 
method by Fradkin, [ 11] Svidzinskil, [ 12 ] 

Schwinger, f' 13 l and others. 

A less trivial problem is the determination of 
the Green's function for the Dirac equation in a 
plane wave field. [ 3] Let us consider a plane wave 
of arbitrary form: 

(12) 

We start from formula (7). We have 

.'§(x, pjA) =if dseis(p'-m'JC~ ()iw exp{- i ~ <O~t2 (6)d6} 
0 0 

8 a J 
X exp{ ie ~ d6 [ 2pe + 2ew (6) + G~tve~J,kvi a (kx) 

0 

xcp(kx-2kp(s-6) -zSkw(TJ)dTJ )}. (13) 
0 

The integral over w is clearly not of the Gaussian 
type, since wJ.J. (77) enters in the argument of the 
arbitrary function cp. Let us introduce the infinite
dimensional o function 

n (\ (')J (6)- 2kw (6)) 

8 

=C2~ <'laexp{i~d6a(6)bl,(6)-2koo(s)l}· (14) 
0 

where the normalization constant C 2 is equal to 

1 
c2= n-. 

5 
2Jt 

With the help of (14) we can write the integral 
over wJJ. (~) in (13) in a form which can be integra
ted over w: 

8 

C ~ <'14w exp{- i ~ <O~t2 (6) d6} 
0 

X C2Cs~ <'la8')Jexp{ i~ d6a(;)[')J(6)-2koo(6)J} 
0 

X exp{ ie ~ d6 [ 2ep + 2ew (6) + G~tv (6) e~tkvi _a_] 
0 a (kx) 

s 

X cp ( kx - 2kp ( s ~ 6) - ~ 1jJ ('I']) d1J ) } 
~ 

=C2C3 ~ <'la8~: exp{ i ~ a(6)'1J(6)d6 }exp{ ie ~ d6[ 2ep 
0 . 0 

a J • 2 + G~tv(6)e~tkvi a(kx) cp }exp{ i ~ d6 [ k~ta(6)- e~>ecp J }. 
0 

(15) 

Taking into account that, owing to (12), [kJ.J.a(O-
E J.J. ecp] 2 = E~ e 2 cp 2 is independent of a (0, we can 
first integrate over a (0 in (15), which gives 

8 

c2~ <'laexp{i~ a(6}\jl(6)d6}= n 8('1'(6)), 
0 < 
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and then integrate over 1/!(0, i.e., set 1/!(0 = 0. 
Finally, we have 
_ oo • 8 
~ (x, piA)= i ~ dseis(p'-m') exp{ ie~ ( 2p 14 + CJ14vikvfJ(kx) ) 

0 0 

X A~!(kx-2kp£) + ie2 ~ d~A 142(kx-2kp£)}. (16) 
0 

The Green's function for an electron in a plane 
wave field is obtained by acting on (16) with the 
operator [iylhalh +YJ.LPJ..L + m + ieAih(x)]. 

2. THE INFRARED LIMIT OF THE GREEN'S 
FUNCTION IN THE MODEL Lint = gl/J 2(x)cp(x) 

We shall use the technique of obtaining the solu
tions of the equations in an external field, as dis
cussed in Sec. 1. On the example of a simple rela
tivistically invariant model of two scalar fields 
interacting through Lint = glf! 2(x) cp(x) without ac
count of vacuum polarization, we shall explain a 
method of approximating the quantum Green's 
function in the infrared region. 

We assume in analogy to electrodynamics that 
the mass of the field cp(x) is equal to zero. The 
Green's function for the particle corresponding to 
the field If! in a classical external field cp(x) satis
fies the equation 

(i28l-m2+g<p(x)]G(x,yi<p) =-b(x-y). (17) 

Repeating the procedure of Sec. 1, we have 
00 • 

G (x, y I <p) = i ~ ds exp{- im2s + i ~ d6[i28l(6) + g<p (x, ~)]} 
0 0 

X b(x- y). (18) 

Analogously, we rewrite (5) in the form 

• 
exp{ i ~ d~i28142 (£)} 

0 

8 

= c~ b'v exp{- i ~ d£(v142(£)- 2iv14 (£)814 (£)]}. (19) 
0 

Substituting (19) in (18) and "unscrambling" the 
differential operator, we find 

~ . 
G(x, yj <p) = i ~ dse-ism' C ~ b'v exp{- i ~ d£ [ v142(£) 

0 0 

We further need the Fourier transform G with 
respect to the difference x-y [cf. (7)]: 

~ 8 

G (x, pI <p) = i ~ dseis(p'-m'JC ~ 6'v exp{ - i ~ d£ [ v142 (£) 
0 0 

(20) 

Now that we have the Green's function in the pres
ence of the classical field cp(x) in the form (20), it 
is easy to perform the functional averaging over 
this field with the weight function 

exp{- ·~ S d'qD(q)<p(q)<p(- q) }. 

where D(q) = 1/(q2 + iE) is the causal function of 
the field cp(q). We thus obtain for the quantum 
mechanical Green's function 

G(p) =if dseis(p'-m') C ~ b'v exp{- i~ d£v 142(£)} 
0 0 

2 8 B 

X exp{- ig~ SS dst d£z~(~t, sziv) }. (21) 
0 0 

where 
~I 

~(~t, szjv) = ~ d'qD(q)exp{- 2pqi£t- szl- 2i~2 qv(lJ)dTJ }. 

(21') 

Since the integral over v(O in (21) can not be 
evaluated explicitly, we shall compute it approxi
mately. 

If we make an expansion in powers of gi, we 
regain the perturbation series for the Green's 
function; here the functional integrals are easily 
computed, since they involve expressions of the 
type 

s 

~t(St- sz) = c~ 6'v exp{- i~ V~t2 (s)ds} ~(st, ~21v) 
0 

(22) 

It is seen from (22) that the functional argument 
in ~(~ 1, ~ 2 1 v) leads, after integration, to a quad
ratic dependence on the momenta q of the field 
quanta·. If we are interested in the low energy 
region, we can therefore neglect the dependence 
on v in ~(~ 1, ~ 2 1 v). In this approximation, the re
sults for the infrared region were obtained by a 
different method by Fradkin [ 11 ] and Milekhin. [s] 

However, this approximation significantly alters 
the behavior at large values of the momentum and 
leads, in particular, to stronger divergences of the 
unrenormalized quantities. We shall not, there
fore, neglect the v dependence, and instead use a 
different approximation procedure. 

For this purpose, let us consider the series ex
pansion of the quantity 

• 
L = C ~ b'v exp{- iS v142 (£)d£} 

0 
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• 
X ~ ~ ~ ~ d6, ... d;~o ~2(6" 62, 63, 6~o) + ... , (23} 

8 

= C ~ 6"v exp{- i ~ v,.2(6)d6 }~(6d2l v)il(6t, 62lv) 
0 

= ~ d"q,d4q2D(q!)D(q2)exp {i(q,2- 2pq,) l61- 62l 

+ i ( q22 - 2pq2) 163 - 6~ol + 2iq,q28 (6,, 62, 63, 6~o)}, 

8 (6,, 62, -s3, 6~o) = [8 (63 - 6!) - 8 (6~o- 6!) ]6, 

+ [8(6~o- 62) -8 (63- 62) l62 

+ [8(6,-63) -8(62-63)].63 

+ [ 8 (62 - 6~o) - 8 (63 - 64)] 6~o, 

8(x) = 1 for x > 0, 8(x) = 0 for x < 0. (24) 

Let us now reorder the series (23). To this end 
we add and subtract to the exponent of the second 
exponential in (23) the first term after the unit in 
the expansion of (23) and expand in the difference 

ig,2 c"r -2 J J il;,d62[~,(6t,62lv)-~,(6t-62)]. 
0 

After the integration we have the following expan
sion for L: 

L = exp{- ig12 ~ ·~ d£,d62~1 (6, - 62) }c ~ 6"v 
2 0 

It should be noted that the series (23) can be 
summed further in the infrared region by adding 
and subtracting in the exponent of the second ex
ponential the quantity 

ig,2 r"r 
--?- J J d6,d62~t(6,-62) 

~ 0 

(26) 

Instead of (25) we shall then have an exponential 
with the exponent (26) as a common factor and a 
series starting with g~. However, in the infrared 
region this does not alter the result, since the 
second term in (26) vanishes for s ----.. oo and the 
first term is the determining one, as it behaves 
like -ln p2s (see below). 

If we substitute (25) in the expression (21) for 
the Green's function, we obtain an expansion in 
powers of g~ with the common factor 

exp{- i~12 ~ ·~ ~t(61- 62) d~, d62}, 
0 

which, as will be seen in the following, includes all 
infrared divergences of the Green's function. Each 
term in the series in g~ is a difference of an ex
pression obtained by ordinary perturbation theory 
and the same expression without the nondiagonal 
quadratic terms in the photon momenta, qi qj, as 
can be seen on the example 62 (~ 1• ~ 2, ~ 3, ~ 4) 

- 61(~1- ~ 2)61(~ 3 - ~ 4). It is easy to verify that 
this difference contains no infrared divergences. 
This result confirms the theorem of Yennie, 
Frautschi, and SuuraC 14J on the factorization of 
the infrared divergences in quantum electro
dynamics. 

Let us elucidate this by an example. We calcu
late the first two terms of this expansion for the 
Green's function 

00 

G(p)= iS dsexpfis(p2-m2)] 
0 

X exp{i(~2-2pq2) l63-6~ol} 

x ( exp {2iq,q28 (6~, 62, 63, 6~o)}- 1)] . (27) 

Dividing the fourfold integral over ~ 1, ~ 2, ~ 3, and ~ 4 

into integrals over the regions ~ i > ~ j > ~ k > ~ z 
corresponds to taking all Feynman graphs of the 
given order of gr into account. The region in which 
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8(1; 1, ••• , !; 4) = 0 corresponds to a graph in which 
there are no terms q1 • q2 (Fig. 1). These graphs 
give no contribution to (27), since there 8 enters in 
the form exp (2iq1 • q2 8) - 1. The regions in which 
8 "'0 correspond to the two graphs shown in Fig. 2. 

... --~--
, ' 

I ' 

a b 

FIG. 1 FIG. 2 

From these we subtract, according to (27), the ex
pressions for the same graphs without the non
diagonal term q1 • q2. This difference contains no 
infrared divergences, as already noted. For exam
ple, for the graph of Fig. 2 

r d'q1d"q2 [--=-__ 1 ___ _ 
J q12q22(p2- m2)2(m2- (P + q)2]2 m2- (P + q1 + q2)z 

- m2 -(p + qt ~ qz)2 + 2qtq2 J 
r d4qtd4qz 

= J q1zq22(m2 _ p2)~m2 _ (P + q1 + q2)2][m2 -(p + q1)2]2 

2qtq2 
X --::----:--__:-'::_;:_-:-----:-::--:---:::--. 

m2 - (P + qt + q2)2 + 2qtqz · 
(28) 

We see from this that the subtraction increases 
the power of the numerator under the integral sign 
in the region of small q. 

After integrating over q and !; in (26) and re
normalization, we have 

X [ 1 +( g~;2r F(pz, s) J. (29) 

I(p2, s)- 0 for s- 0 and I(p2, s) -ln p 2s for s- oo. 

As s- oo the function F(p2, s) goes over into the ex
pression (28) obtained by perturbation theory. 
Since we are interested in the infrared region, and 
the main contribution for p2 R: m~ comes from the 
integration over large values of s in (29), we can 
replace I(p2, s) and F(p2, s) by their asymptotic 
values for s - oo. As a result we have, up to order 
gf, 

_ 11'- p2/m21g'/16n2m'{ ( _g_z-)2 
G(p)- p2-m2 Nt(P)+ 16n2m 2 , 

[ 
p2 _ m2 pz _ mz p2 _ m2 J } 

X at 2 In + az 2 Nz(p) , (30) 
m m 2 m 

where 
00 

Nt (p) = e(p2 _ m2) ~ dx eixe(p'-m') x-g'/16n'm', 
0 

... 
Nz (p) = ~ ~ dx! dxz ei(x,+x,)e(p'-m') ( Xj - Xz) -g2/16n'm' ; 

0 

a~, az = const; e(x)=1, x>O, e(x)=-1, x<O. 

It should be noted that (30) is valid if g2/16rr2m 2 < 1. 
In the opposite case, the function G(p) approaches 
a constant for p 2 R: m2 . .[6] 

Milekhin[ 6] has considered the infrared limit 
for this model using a different method, in which 
the terms quadratic in the photon momenta q were 
not subtracted. Since the behavior at large values 
of the momentum is essential in the calculation of 
the corrections in g2 to the basic formula (as was 
already noted by Milekhin), it is not surprising that 
our result (30) differs from that of Milekhin. 

The dependence of the corrections on 
[(p2- m2)jm2 ] ln[(p2- m 2)/m2] and not only on 
(p2- m 2)/m2 was also mentioned in the paper of 
Solov'ev.C 5J 

3. QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS 

We shall start with formula (7) for the Green's 
function for the squared Dirac equation. AJJ (x) is 
taken in an arbitrary gauge. The quantum mechan
ical Green's function is obtained by integrating 
over Al-L (x) according to the formula 

G(p) = ~ 6'A exp{- ~ ~ d'qD .. v-1(q)A .. (q)Av(- q)} 

X G(x,piA)S0 (A) [ ~ 64A exp{- ~ ~ d4qD .. v-1 (q)A .. (q) 

X Av(- q) }so(A) r1 (31) 

Here 

1 [ ql'qv ] Dl'v(q)= -q2 6",.-7(1-dz) 

is the propagation function for the photon in an ar
bitrary gauge; S0(A) is the contribution from the 
polarization of the electron-positron vacuum. Ac
cording to Salam and Matthews [ 15] the last quantity 
can be written as 

00 2n 
S0 (A) = exp{ i ~ ~n crzn (A)}; 

n.=t 

(32) 

crz(A) = ~ d4qA .. (q)Av(- q)H .. v(q), 

04(A) = S d4qt dqzd4qaA .. (q!)Av(qz)A,.(qa)Aa(qr.) 

4 

XMI'v'-a(qtqzqa)64 ( ~qi ), (33) 
I 

where 
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is the polarization operator in the e 2 approxima
tion; MJ..Lv..\ a(q1q2q3) is the expression correspond
ing to the graph for scattering of light by light in 
the e4 approximation. 

In the sum (32) we restrict ourselves to the first 
term a 2(A), since we are interested in the infrared 
region, where a 2 ~ q§, a 4 ~ q4• It will be clear 
from the following that the account of a 2(A) does 
not alter the infrared limit of G(p). In order to 
perform the integration in (31), we write the 
Green's function with the help of (7) in the form 

~ . 8 

G(p, x lA) = i ~ dsei•<P'-m'JC ~ b'w exp {- i ~ w~t2(s)ds} 
0 0 

x [iva+vP+m -ir ... )d4.; 6K ... (:,sjco)] 

X exp {ie1 ~ d4qA" (q) K" (q, s 1 w) eiqx}, 

where 
8 

K~t(q, sjw) = ~ ds[2P~t + 2w~t(s)- il~tv(s)qv] 

• 
X exp{- 2ipql s- s'l - 2i~ qro(lJ)dlJ}, 

s 
e1 = e/2n. 

(34) 

Under our assumptions on the contribution from 
vacuum polarization in the infrared region, (31) 
contains an integral over AJ..L of the Gaussian type: 

~ 64A exp{- ~ ~ d'q [D~tv-1 (q) + e12IIw.l(q)JA~t(q)Av(-q) 

+ ie1 ~ d4qK~t(q, sl w)A~t(q)} 

X [) 64A exp{ -~) d'q[D~tv-1(q) 

+ e!2II~tv(q)]A~t(q)Av(-q)} r1 

= exp{- ie~2 ~ d4q[D~tv-1 (q) 

+ e!2II~tv(q)}-1K~t(q,slw)Kv(q,slw)}, 

where the inversion operator is 

[D~tv(q) + e121111v(q)]-1 

= -q-2 [6~tv- q~tqvq-2 (dtr(q2) - d1)], 

dtr(q2) = 1/ (1- eN(q2)). 

(35) 

(36) 

Since, in computing (35), we kept only terms up 
to order ei in the exponent, we shall also restrict 
ourselves to this order in the final result. We 
therefore expand the denominator in (36) up to ei. 
This is justified in the infrared region, since 
I(q2)- (1/15)q2/m2 for q2 « m 2• We can then 

neglect the contribution from I(q2 ), i.e., set 
dtr(q2) = 1. [As is well known, I(q2) -ln(q2jm2) 

for q2 - oo, and one must include the remaining 
terms in (32), since a2 alone leads to an unphysical 
pole in dtr(q2).[ 11J] The expression proportional 
to qvqJ..L in the exponent of (35) can be calculated 
exactly. This is a consequence of the fact that the 
problem with the potential AJ..L = Bf/BxJ..L has an ex
act solution: 

~. 

X e~p f- 2pqi I Sl- S21 - 2i ) qw (TJ)dlJ }as! ds2 ,, 

= e12 (1 - d1) ( ln M +In m fx- y I J. 
2 m ; 

(37) 

Here we have used 

~ ds(P~t + colt(S)) = X~t- Y~t· 
0 

Thus the term proportional to qJ..L qv in the 
propagation function DJ..Lv(q) leads to the following 
factor in G(p): 

which is unimportant in the infrared region. We 
see from this result that the choice of a gauge, i.e., 
of dz, does not affect the infrared limit in quantum 
electrodynamics. Leaving out the factor just men
tioned, we obtain 

~ . 
G (p) = i) dsei•<P'-m'JC ~ 64co exp{ - i ~ w112 (s) ds }[ 'VP + m 

0 0 

• 
X ~ ~ dS1ds2 [4 (P~t + w~> (61)) (P~t + w~> (62)) 

0 

so 

X exp[ 2ipqj61- s2l- 2i ~ qro(lJ)dlJ]}. (38) 
;, 

Let us further omit the terms proportional to 
the photon momentum q in the exponent of (3 8). 
These terms contain y matrices, and we are thus 
neglecting spin effects in the infrared region 
( cf. [1sJ on this point). 
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We now apply the procedure of Sec. 2 for an ap
proximate calculation of the functional integral 
over wiJ-(~). The quantity 6(~ 1 , ~ 2 \w) of (21') is 
approximated by 

We shall construct an approximation in the differ
ence so that there is no term proportional to er in 
the expansion of the exponential, as shown in Sec. 2. 
Keeping only the first term of this approximation in 
(38), we have 

co 

G (p) = i ~ dseis(p'-m') [py + m] 

.. 
XC~ 64w exp {- i ~ w 112 (S)d~} 

0 

{ ie12 \ \ 
X exp --2- J 

0
J d~~d~2·4[p2 +pw(~1 ) 

+ w (~1) w (~2) 1 ~1 (~t- £2)}. (39) 

To compute the integral over wJ.l-, we must, ac
cording to [1], know the integral operator N(~ 1, ~ 2) 

defined by the equation 
• 
~ d~N(~t,~)[6(s-~2) +2e12~t(~-~z)]=6(~1-~z). (40) 
0 

However, the exact solution of (40) is very difficult. 
We shall therefore take recourse to a method of 
successive approximations in the constant er. 
Keeping only the first three terms, we find 

N (~1, ~2) = 6 (~1- ~)- 2e12~ (~t- ~z) 

+ (2e12 ) 2 ~ ~ (~t- ~) ~ (~- ~z) d~ + 0 ( e16). 

0 

(41) 

After integration the Green's function is written in 
the form 

co 

G(p) = i ~ dseis(p'-m'J[py + m] 
0 

• 
X exp {- 2iet2P2 ~ ~ d~td~z~t (~1 - ~z) 

0 

• 
+ 4ie14P2 ~ ~ ~ ~ d~1 ... d~•~1 (~1- ~3) 

0 

where 

• 

(42) 

J = ~ 64w exp{- i ~ ~ d~~d~z [6 (~1- ~z) + 2e12~1 (~1- ~z) 1 
0 

X Wp. (~1) Wp. (g)} = [Det ( 6 (61- g) + 2e12~1 (61 - 6z))] -z 

( 43) 

• • 
crn(~1) = ~ ... ~ ~1 ... ~n~1(61- sz)~(~z- 63) 

0 0 

... ~(sn- £t). (44) 

If we now substitute (41) in (42), we obtain a 
perturbation series in er in the exponent. The first 
term of this series, -2ierp2o-1(6 1), gives the main 
contribution in the infrared region, since it tends 
to 47r 2erln p 2s for s- oo, whereas the terms related 
to the expression 

s s 

4ie1"P2 ~ ••• ~ d£1 ... d~,N (~1, ~z) ~~ (~1- 63) ~~ (~z- ~.) 
0 0 

and corresponding to the graphs of Fig. 3 vanish in 
the limit s- oo. For example, the first term is 

(' f (' lnp2s 
J ~ J d~1d~zd~3~1(~~-~2)~(~2-~3)-+Ts. 

The contribution of J to G(p) also has a vanish
ing limit for s - oo. The quantities o-n in (44) 
correspond to the graphs of Fig. 4. Including 
o-1 = st!..(O) leads only to a mass renormalization; 
o-2 also leads to mass renormalization and contri
butes a finite term which goes to zero as s - oo. 

' / 
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The remaining a-n have the same effect after re
normalization. 

Keeping only the first term in the exponent of 
( 42), we thus arrive at the well known result that 
for p 2 ~ m 2 

where 

11- p2/m21e'/!.:1' 
G(p) = l(p), 

yp-m 

co 

I (p) = 8 (p2 - m2) ~ dxeixe(p'-m') xe'J!.;t 2 

0 

(45) 

s(x) = 1 for x > 0, s(x) = -1 for x < 0. (46) 

In conclusion we note that our method of writing 
the solutions of the Dirac equation in an external 
field and deriving the quantum mechanical quanti
ties from them can be used not only to find the 
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infrared limit, but also to investigate the region of 
high energies. However, in the latter case one 
must apply different methods of approximation for 
the calculation of the functional integrals, since the 
approach of the present paper is based on the as
sumption of the smallness of the contribution from 
the terms quadratic in the virtual momenta qNj as 
compared to terms proportional to qi ( cf. [ 17] on 
this point). 

The author thanks Prof. D. I. Blokhintsev and 
L. D. Solov'ev for interesting discussions. 
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